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Corrapol- bt corrugated bitumen roof sheet

Order before 18.12. Read more About why homeowners choose this product: Long-lasting. Life expectancy 15 years. Ideal for different fields. Suitable for fields between 5° and 90° Good coverage. Offers deck width 855mm and deck length 1800mm. Award-winning customer support. Talk to our team
online or by phone Special price £10.20 £5.70 PER M² Normal price £14.28 Do you need help calculating what you need? Available in these colours Black 5915 ReviewsGold Trusted Service Award 2020 More information 5915 ReviewsGold Trusted Service Award 2020 More information SKUAC110BL
Lead time2-4 Days Max Pitch90 ° Min Pitch5 ° Thickness2 mm Korrug width95 mm Height30 mm Fastenings20 ManufacturerClearamber Cover Length1800 mm Cover width855 mm Total length2000 mm Total width930 mm Life expectancy15 Years You are building a new shed or revitaling your garage,
Corrapol-BT is an affordable but durable solution for practically all your roof needs. This bitumen plate weighs only 5.5kg per sheet and is incredibly lightweight and easy to install. Making Corrapol an ideal choice for convenient homeowners and experienced sellers. Where can I use these sheets? As a
lightweight and easy roof plate, Corrapol-BT can be used in a wide range of building types. This includes garages, sheds, summer cottages, carports, stables and shelters with a field of more than 5°. How big are these roof plates? As with all bitumen roof plates, corrapol-BT has a total length of 2000mm
(6.56ft) and a width of 930mm (3.05ft). Although it is important to explain the overlap of about 75 mm on the sides and 200 mm in length. Therefore, each sheet typically covers a length of 1800mm (5.90ft) and a width of 855mm (2.80ft). How many sheets do I need? To estimate how many Corrapol BT
sheets and connectors you need for your project, use our handy calculator. You simply need to choose your roof type and give a couple of measurements. How do I install Corrapol-BT Sheets? Corrapol-BT boards are the fastest roofing material to fit. The plates simply overlap on the sides and ends, and
the excess is easily cut with a coarse-toothed hand saw or electric saw. Then fasten the plates in place with purpose-designed fasteners, 20 of which are required for his plate. For more information about installing these bitumen roof boards, see their installation guide. What is the life expectancy of these
sheets? Because corrapol-BT boards are made of 2 mm bitumen, they provide long-term waterproofing for different structures. You can expect these bitumen roof plates to adorn your property for about 15 years without practical maintenance. How well do Corrapol-BT discs absorb sound? Corrapol-BT
boards can absorb a significant amount of sound from heavy rainfall. This makes it ideal for stables where your beloved horse can stress This makes them equally suitable for garden buildings, where you can retreat to peace in summer. Is there a transparent table that matches? If you want to let a little
natural light into your shed, summer house or stable, you'll need a purpose-designed Corrapol PVC corrugated board. This has the same corrugation height and width as this bitumen roof plate, allowing it to be easily installed alongside Corrapol-BT. Do you have any more questions about this bitumen
roof plate? If you have any questions about this bitumen disc, please use our online chat or call 01295 565 565. They allow you to choose the ideal roofing material for your project while ensuring that you have all the necessary equipment. Technical data Further information SKUAC110BL Lead time2-4
days Max Pitch90 ° Min Pitch5 ° Thickness2 mm Corrosion Width95 mm Corrugation Height30 mm Fastenings20 ManufacturerClearamber Cover Length1800 mm Cover Width855 mm Total length2000 mm Total width930 mm Life expectancy15 Brochures of the year &amp; installation instructions
Delivery In connection with the order, you will see a specification of the delivery fee in your cart. These charges apply only to the UK mainland and additional charges may be charged for Northern Ireland, the Scottish Highlands and other regions. Deliveries take place only on working days (Mon-Fri) and
not on public holidays. The estimated delivery can be found on most product pages under the Add to Basket button. Although we strive to deliver the products in estimated delivery, it is only an estimate. You can choose the preferred delivery date from your cart. Although we strive to deliver the products
today, this cannot be guaranteed. Orders placed after 12:00 p.m., on weekends and on bank holidays will not be processed until the next working day. Consider this for your order as it may affect your delivery date. Once you have placed your order, you will receive an order confirmation by email outlining
the details of your order. Check the order confirmation email and notify us of any errors or errors immediately. Shortly after receiving the order confirmation, you will receive a separate email confirming the planned delivery date. We can only give a delivery date, we cannot confirm the delivery time.
Therefore, we ask that someone be able to accept and sign the products throughout the delivery date that started. If you are unable to accept and sign an order, it can in most cases be left in a safe place. Send sales@roofingmegastore.co.uk if you want the item to be left without a signature. Although we
try to keep most of our products in stock because we offer a large number of products, this is not always possible. That is why we have to send the products directly from the manufacturer on a few occasions, in which case a different delivery fee may be standard. Items ordered from time to time different
depots, which can lead to separate deliveries. If you have any questions about our products or delivery, please contact our team online or by phone. FAQSand is the life expectancy of Corrapol roof plates? Corrapol roof panels combine a hard corrugated board shape factor with durable bitumen fibres.
For this reason, they provide a life expectancy of 15 years, which they have thought would remain waterproof. What overlap is recommended on Corrapol roof panels? We recommend a left/right overlap of 75mm and a top/bottom of 200mm. The deck width of the Corrapol roof plate is therefore 855 mm
and the length of the cover is 1,800 mm. How do I cut the roof plates of Corrapol? You can easily cut the roof plates of Corrapol with a hand saw, removing the need for special equipment. What brackets do I use for Corrapol roof panels? We store Corrapol plate brackets designed to be intentionally used
to secure these roof plates. We recommend 20 fasteners per sheet and 100 packages are available. What ridge do I use with Corrapol roof panels? We stock corrapol Ridge, designed to be used to attach these roof panels to rooftops with a peak. These are 930 mm long and require an overlap of 55 mm.
Refunds We understand that mistakes can be made, so we keep our cancellation and return policy as simple as possible. However, there are a few things to know to unsubscribe or restore an item. These include: Items are no longer needed If you no longer need the item, you have the right to cancel
within 14 days of delivery unless the items have been placed on order. You don't need to tell us why your subscription is cancelled, but you need to let us know by email. Once we have announced, we will provide the address to the item to be returned and arrange the necessary refund. Defective or
damaged items In the rare event that the product is supplied defective or damaged, we will replace it or give a refund. We must be notified by email within 48 hours and may need pictures. To avoid such a problem, we ask that customers do not sign damaged goods. Made from order Items A handful of
items are made from an order. This means that they are usually manufactured according to the requirements of your issue, so they will not be returned. This is unless they are considered defective or damaged during delivery, in which case you must notify us by email within 48 hours of delivery. For more
information about cancellations, returns and returns, click here for more information about our entire policy. This confirms all other requirements that must be taken into account (i.e. packaging), charges charged (i.e. administrative costs) and our practices for companies. Special prices for large projects
Home CORRAPOL® BT Corrugated bitumen roof plates Sorted price: Low or high price: low A-Z Z Z-A oldest and latest for oldest best seller CORRAPOL®-BT corrugated board bitumen lightweight plates are a tried and tested product that has been used for years for roofing applications in outbuildings,



clothing, log stores and similar applications. CORRAPOL®-BT is available in four colours; black, green, brown and red. CORRAPOL ® BT boards simply overlap with width and length, reducing the cutting of end plates. Sheets.
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